
Q Drop: ‘The Russian Narrative’


ONE OF TWENTY TWO: 

[DNC BREACH / DOSSIER] ’17 US Intel Agencies concluded, 
‘based on info given by Crowdstrike {CS} (A a private a crisis/
intel forensics team funded, in part, by Google to the tune of 
100mil— discussed later), ‘that Guccifer 2.0 was responsible for 
Democratic National Committee (DNC) hack,’ and subsequent 
Wikileaks (WL) drop, which would be known as the Podesta 
Emails.  They also concluded, based on CS intel, that Guccifer 
2.0 was a Russian agent/entity. When breech was discovered, 
DNC declined F_I outreach for help; and, instead, brought in 
private firm CS, which wiped all intel from servers/ hardware so 
no evidence of malfeasance would remain utilizing, among other 
things, software known as ‘BleachBit.’  

	 The HRC controlled DNC Hired Fusion GPS, a ‘strategic 
intelligence firm based in Washington, D.C,’ to create ‘opposition 
research’ on DJT which eventually led to the phony ‘Russian 
Dossier’ in an attempt to deflect attention from DNC breech/WL 
drops and her use of a private server in which classified emails 
were sent/received.




[SR]> Seth R_c_, a B Sanders supporter who worked for the 
DNC in DC, learned of DNC donor funds being shifted from 
BSanders’ account to HRC’s.  He copied what would become 
know of the Podesta Emails onto thumb drive and arranged for 
them, though an unknown channel/person(s), to make there way 
to WL.  Days later, Rich was found near his home shot in what 
DC Police described as a ‘Botched Robbery,’ though nothing 
was removed from his person (he died soon later at hospital). 
Surveillance footage was confiscated from nearby convenience 
store and other businesses  and have yet to be commented on or 
released to public.  Family hired a private detective, R. Wheeler, 
to investigate for themselves the suspicious death; however, 
when ex-DC police officer, Wheeler, concluded that Rich had 
been in contact with WL, the family fired the detective he was 
placed under nondisclosure order to keep from revealing 
specifics of case.  Since, J. Assange has all but said that SR was 
his source for Podesta Emails, going as far as offering a reward 
for info into his death.

[WL]> Wiki L received S.Rich’s thumb drive with metadata from 
DNC— which was controlled and funded by HRC (Hillary later 
admitted on her book tour, that the DNC was left broke by 
Hussein Obam_, and The Clinton Foundation {CF} funded it)— 
which showed they had arranged for donors’ contributions to be 
shifted to HRC’s account from B. Sanders’; as well as other 
damning revelations which can be read about on WL website:  
See  ‘Podesta Emails.’ 




HUSSEIN> BHO had knowledge of possible Russia hacking into 
the DNC at least as early fall 2016 but denied/downplayed 
Russia Interference because HRC was ringer to win the general 
election and BO wanted DJT to have no excuses for his 
impending defeat.  However, once DJT pulled off the unexpected 
miracle, the same hacking that BO deigned occurring back in the 
Fall of 2016, he used as fuel to propel the Russian Collusion 
Narrative, closing both Russian diplomatic compounds, in NY 
and MD, expelling 35 Russian diplomats back to Russia in 
retaliation for, ‘a series of ‘cyberattacks’ which targeted U.S. 
political institutions during the election.’  Mockingbird media runs 
with it’s new Russian Narrative.  >>See Gannett<<. 

DNI DIR>  Hussain’s Director of National Intel, J.Clapper,  allowed 
for wiretapping and illegal unmasking of DJT’s campaign team 
and transition team and subsequent leaking of identities and intel 
gained illegally to the MSM in attempt to discredit candidate and 
also President-Elect Trump.

CLOWN DIR> Wahhabist muslim, J.Brennan, organizes, along 
with Clapper, the obtaining of FISA Warrants through nefarious 
practices which led to the unmaking and leaking of information 
regarding General Flynn, DJT’s National Security Adviser.  This 
leads to Flynn’s dismissal for not disclosing his involvement with 
a foreign entity concerning his lobbying efforts in Turkey prior to 
joining DJT’s campaign team.  

CLAS: 1-12>

GOOG> Eric Schmidt— Chairman of Alphabet Inc.(Google’s 
parent company) and BHO’s leading corporate adviser, meeting 
with then President 18 times at WH — in 2017 funded 
Crowdstrike with 100 million in venture capital.  Google also 
manipulated the algorithms of internet searches during election 
cycle to ensure negative stories on HRC stories were buried 
while positive articles were promoted.




	 CROWDSTRIKE> CS, a private company, which was called 
in to clean up the DNC server hack, ala Wolf from Pulp Fiction, 
instead of F_I, has been providing investigators with what former 
Director JC described in June as the "relevant forensic 
information... needed to understand the intrusion.” >Servers 
wiped clean of info such as DNC funneling B Sanders’ funds to 
HRC, which Seth uncovered and ultimately gave to WLeaks.

	 DWS_DIR> Head of DNC,DebbieWS, provides HRC with 
questions to Democratic party debates against Burnie, despite 
policy against such action, giving HRC a clear advantage.  
Debbie was also the leading player in the scheme to embezzle 
Sander’s funds and place them in HRC’s account. Debbie was 
revealed by WL’s just prior to Democratic National Committee 
and is forced to step down as chair.  DonnaB is elevated to chair 
and discovers the further corruption of how the ‘books were 
cooked’ against BS, which she Details in her book, ‘Hacks’— 
released AFTER election.  In her books she also states that she 
was afraid for her life after Rich’s death.

	 (SR 187)(MS13 (2) 187)>

	 -I/D-J ASSIST> B.Ohr held the rank of Associate Deputy 
Attorney General, a post which gave him an office four doors 
down from Deputy Attorney General R.Rosenstein where Ohr 
held his secret meetings last year with the founder of Fusion 
GPS, GlennS, and with Ch.Steele, the former British spy who 
compiled the infamous Russian pee dossier.  Ohr’s wife also 
worked for Fusion GPS (small co ~16 employees) at the time the 
Dossier was compiled on DJT.  Since, the Justice Department 
stripped Ohr of his deputy title, though he still works for the FBI.




	 “INSURANCE”:  Deputy Director of F_I, AndyMC (Wife, Jill, 
given ~700k for failed Democratic senate run by CF while 
A.McCabe was one of the lead ‘impartial’ investigators in the the 
HRC email scandal) concocts, in his office, along with F_I’s 
PeterS. (who would later be tapped to be part of Special Council 
RobertM ‘impartial’ team to investigate Trump/Russia collusion) 
and his paramour, FB_ lawyer L.Page, what is referred to as an 
‘insurance plan’ to ensure DJT cannot win election.  Though the 
plan is not specifically delineated in personal messages obtained 
between Strzok and Paige— the animus against the soon to be 
POTUS is, referring to him as an ‘idiot,’ for example.


	 Insurance Part II:  A.Weiner’s laptop was confiscated by 
NYPD as part of sexual misconduct with minor investigation they 
were conducting.  Evidentially, HumaA, member of Musli_ 
Brother_ood,used AW’s private laptop to conduct StateD 
business. Allegedly, Weiner had a file marked ‘insurance policy,’ 
on laptop (allegedly containing damning info on HRC that Weiner 
could possibly use as a bargain chip to obtain a lesser sentence 
in his pedophilia case).  It has been alleged that during sweep of 
AW’s laptop, NYPD finds potentially classified files from HRC and 
read some of the info contained within. They then contact, the 
F_I, concluding it was a Federal matter.  The NYPD’s knowledge 
of potentially damning contents of laptops forces JComey to get 
ahead of NYPD’s potential revelations and he reopens HRC 
investigation.  Important note:  This is something Comes did NOT 
want to do because he was a good ‘fixer’ and had already 
exonerated HRC despite her guilt, guaranteeing him a job with 
her future regime. Of course, Comey had to become the fall guy 
after he reopened investing into email scandal because it cast 
further shade onto HRC.

	 HRC> Blames Russia interference for race being close; 
‘Bots’ for not being ahead ‘at least 50 pts.’




	 LL> Attorney General, L.Lynch, head of the lead prosecuting 
body of the Clinton Email Scandal, meets with husband of 
Candidate HRC and former POTUS, BC on a plane, privately, for 
~30minutes; resulting in probable assurances being made that 
HRC would not face criminal charges.  It also gave the 
opportunity for the State Department to synch ‘stories’ with 
candidate HRC.

	 JC> LL synch’s with AndyM, PeterS and JComey.  JC reads 
PeterS Changed wording from ‘Grossly Negligent” (criminally 
culpable) to ‘Extremely Careless,’ exonerating HRC from email/
server scandal wrongdoing, thus, assuring her election(Even 
though Comes has no authority to adjudicate such a matter— 
only investigate — under his prevue as Director of FB_).

	 AM> Andy was Deputy Director of F_I under BO and 
Director, after ‘philosopher patriot,’ James C. was canned.  
Director Wray was tapped by DJT as JC’s replacement; however, 
AM stunningly remains as DD of F_I while trying to run out the 
clock until March 2018, in an attempt to have the citizens’ of The 
Republic to subsidize, for life, in the form of a pension, a literal 
traitor who attempted to change the lawful outcome of a US 
election, depriving the citizenry its right to a candidate of their 
choosing.  Andy played am extremely pivotal role in facilitating 
the Dossier’s transfer from DNC to FB_; which included extensive 
coordination with Obama Admin, JComey, JPo, Brennan, and 
PeterS to secure FISA warrants, wire-tapping, unmasking/leaking 
of information on DJT’s team as candidate,  and even President 
elect in an attempt to sabotage an election.

	 PS> P.Strzok, F_I, member of RobertM’s investigation team, 
was sharing anti-Trump text messages with FBI lawyer and 
‘paramour’ Lisa Page.  Which showed extreme bias against DJT 
and revealed plot that took place in A.McCabe’s office to insure 
DJT would never take office: see ‘The Insurance Policy,’  covered 
earlier.

	 SUPPORT: CS, NP, AS, CLAS-1, CLAS-2, CLAS-3, CLAS-4, 
CLAS-5, CLAS-6)>




	 BRIT INTEL> C. Steele, former MI6 and liaison to Russia, 
created fake Trump/Russian Dossier along with Fusion GPS with 
money from HRC (T.Mcauliffe), CF and DNC which created the 
Russian collusion narrative that resulted in SpecialC RobertM 
being appointed, utilizing millions of taxpayers dollars, 
investigating POTUS —the the person the citizenry just elected 
into office—having already rejecting the Russian Narrative prior 
to election.

	 PODESTA> Did HRC dirty work as campaign manager and 
handler.  He was main liaison btw Clinton Team and Obama 
Admin (Andy M.) to facilitate the Russian Collusion Narrative.  
General all-caps SCUZ.  See WL’s ‘Podesta Emails.’

	 CLAS: 1-9>

	 US SEN NO NAME>  Maverick, JSM, given fake Russian 
Dossier.  McCain turns it over to JC thinking he is putting the nail 
into DJT campaign.  Did not know JC already had the document 
and that the F_I may hay been contributing in ‘continued’ funding 
of Fusion GPS on DJT.

	 US SEN CLAS-1>

	 US SEN CLAS-2>

	 JC> James bypasses LLynch (with her permission) and 
adjudicates HRC’s server scandal himself instead of investigating 
only, which was beyond his prevue as Director of F_I.  JC 
changes the wording of ‘Grossly Negligent” (criminal) to 
‘Extremely Careless,’ with guidance of PS and AM— exonerating 
HRC, keeping her in the race.

	 LL> AG Lynch basically recuses herself from HRC email 
case, announcing she will accept whatever ruling JC decides on 
HRC email scandal.

	 HUSSEIN>  Campaigns for HRC knowing fully/ and is 
complaisant in the HRC email scandal coverup and the 
proliferation of fake Russia Dossier, and its use to facilitate FISA 
warranty to surveil DJT and his team— even through his 
transition period once he had been elected POTUS.




[FISA 2] Clapper and Brennan facilitate the further issuance of 
FISA warrants, with BHO’s knowledge, using fake Dossier as 
probable cause.

	 PRES DAILY B> POTUS Briefings were ‘wire tapped.’  
Massive leaks made to media with no sources named.

	 US SEN NO NAME> No name, McCain, arranges leaks of 
dossier to media outlets such as Buzzfeed.  He is also 
presumably responsible for many other anonymous leaks to 
MSM.

	 NEWS SHOP> WaPO, NYT, CNN, and other muckrakers in 
MSM continue to used leaked, unnamed sources to fuel daily 
Russian Narrative and delegitimize POTUS, 45, election.  

	 BUZZF> Buzzfeed published leaked fake Russian/Trump 
Dossier on its website.  Backfired:  It did  not come off as 
credible to public.  However, is later revived in campaign once 
Billy Bu_h Access Hollywood tapes did not eliminate DJT as 
calculated. Note:  though the Fusion GPS Dossier was 
discredited, it was the  genesis of the Trump/Russian Collusion 
Narrative (TRCN).  So, even though the foundation of the 
narrative was found to be erroneous, it was still used to 
promulgate further fake Russian stories involving POTUS and his 
staff. It became so pervasive, and time consuming, that POTUS 
went to JamesC. asking if he, POTUS, is being investigated.  JC 
insures POTUS 3X that POTUS is NOT under investigation.  
POTUS asked Comey to go pubic with knowledge to quiet the 
TRCN.  JC refuses.  President fires JC for gross lack of loyalty to 
the Execute Branch in which JC operates under. The firing leads 
to Special Council RM brought in to investigate Russia 
interference in US election.




	 PUBLIC/NARRATIVE:  TRCN Born: Fake dossier funded by 
HRC, CF, DNC (and possibly, at some pt by F_I) created by 
Fusion GPS:  hiring C. Steele (was MI6 liaison to Russia when 
active) to go to Russia and collect/create intel on DJT which 
included hookers, urination, etc, which was later leaked to 
Buzzfeed by McCain and ultimately discredited; but was still 
used as basis for investigating DJT’s team for fake Russia 
collusion and served as fuel for MSM’s daily attacks on POTUS.  

	 Flynn was part of a FISA warrant/subsequent unmaking that 
stemmed from TRCN.  He was low-hangin fruit because of his 
dealings with Turkey in which he failed to disclose prior to being 
appointed to POTUS’s staff; and his conversations with Russian 
Ambassador Kislyak during transition (which was legal— what 
was not legal was Flynn’s name being unmasked and name 
leaked by BHO Admin).  Flynn was/is a good man, also key in 
further red-pilling DJT on ‘sick people,’ and connecting him with 
key figures such as A. Rogers who could guide POTUS through 
initial hostile waters.  Flynn was fired by Obama and knew of 
most of Hussein’s dirty dealings—Hussein had to discredit Flynn/ 
compromise him so Hussein’s actions, which Flynn was privy to, 
could not be revealed.  Hussein could also use Flynn’s non-
disclosure to further TCRN— 2 birds one stone.  Flynn’s son 
tweeted about PG, as well, and was, thusly, caught up in 
indictments.  

	 Manafort was also low-handing fruit due to his lobbying ties 
with Ukrainian oligarchs; though his connect to them were prior 
to working on Trump Campaign.  DJT cut him loose early in 
campaign, after only a few months, upon learning about overseas 
deals— not because it was illegal, but it provided the campaign 
with bad optics.  But Manafort was later used to further fuel 
phony Russian narrative even though his business/lobbying 
dealings with Russia/Ukraine had been many yrs earlier before 
his involvement with Trump campaign.  

	 STAGE SET FUTURE PREVENT/REMOVAL OP:  TRCN




	 RAMIF: US INTEL LEGAL SPY ON PRES CANDIDATE / 
PRES ELECT / R CONGRESS / R SEN / NEWS FRIENDLY / 
ETC>  TRCN, though discredited and phony, is used by Deep 
State to ‘Wire tap’ WH even after POTUS, 45, takes office.  
POTUS leaves WH on August, 5th 2017 for a 17-day "working 
vacation" at his golf club in Bedminster, New Jersey, while White 
House is ‘Swept.’  Mockingbird media ‘cleans up’ story of the 
‘wiretapping’ of DJT Team by siting TRCN as justification for 
Obama Admin’s holdovers continued spying on POTUS.  A 
justification whose genesis was sourced from a fake, discredited 
dossier which the BO Admin were complicit in making. These 
people are sick!


